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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: King Cross
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 13 Oct 2009 17.00
Duration of Visit: 2 hrs
Amount Paid: 170
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07810520389

The Premises:

5 Mins walk from King Cross underground Station. Nice clean big room with nice clean bathroom in
a Hotel. 

The Lady:

Bella is very friendly Girl, early 20s, petite beautiful body, sexy shape body, very friendly and lovely
and passionate girl with right personality and attitude. 

The Story:

Bella is very friendly and passionate young girl. Intelligent girl with lovely and nice personality. Very
beautiful face and very beautiful smile and very beautiful eyes and very beautiful sexy figure. From
the beginning, everything very positive and nice and lovely. You can see the full detail and photos of
Bella on that site and Bella is a truly independent girl that also make the experience with this girl
very exciting and she is also take part and enjoys the experience. Lots of passionate French
kissing, lots of passionate hugs and cuddles and very nice OWO and reverse oral and lots of slow
and sensual sexual foreplay and I spent lot of the time just enjoying Bella by all means, so much
excitement with Bella. I had very nice passionate GFE experience with Bella.

This was a very memorable encounter and we clicked instantly and I have already spend an
Overnight with Bella and we had great overnight fun doing all sort of lovely and nice and sexy things
in the bed in the bath etc. I love to repeat this experience many times as possible. I thought I have
enough experience to be sensible and reasonable and be in control of my hobby. But, with this girl,
all collapsed in front her under her spell. I have enjoyed Bella by all means of all senses.

Bella is a passionate angel from the planet love. If you a guy who knows how to sensually and
passionately please the women, then you both will be in heaven

According to my experience with Bella, the girl is for the guys who appreciate everything about
sweet and honey and real passion to enjoy with all the senses and love and teasing foreplay.

To enjoy this girl you need lots of time and effort and passion.

Bella is for slow and sensual and passionate GFE and she is very teasing girl.
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Bella is very rare to find absolute gem. I very highly recommend Bella for passionate GFE

Note: if you don't know how to find Bella's details, then email me or ask the members on the
message board
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